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Ir was in the spring of 1948, when reading Wilhelm Reich's Twe CANCER 
BIOPATHY, that I first learned of the existente of the cnsmic orgone energy. 
Since then, I have observed the plainly visible orgonotic phenomena coa-
unually, both within the accumulatc4 and na the outside where there is no 
specific concentration of the energy. In the beginning maay of my observa-
tions were unclear to me. To check my own visual impressions and to learn 
how others evaluatc these phenomena, I tried to induce a number of peopk 
to rnake similar observations. In this effort, I rnet with an irrational resist-
arte, from those who kncw about the new tacis revealed by sex-econornic 
research, and who pui up a resistance based on motives easy to undcrstand 
as well as from people who had no ides about sex-economy and orgone 
research. As I had seen the orgone cnergy immediately when reading 
chapter 4 of THE CANCER BIOPATHY, and had recognised it as something 
had often seen in childhood and youth, I was very much astonished to find 
that this resistance was ahriost univer.al. 

Observatrons 

If une does not fix one's eyes on specific obj.ects but rather looks into space, 
une becorpes aware that it is not "quiet" at ali. Especially at silva distantes 
in the open, in dosed rooms, or agaiust houses or trees une perceives the 
space between the observer and the object, that is, "the air," as something 
moving, often with a pulsating or a raining or a Ihmmering character. 1 ara 
quite sare that it is iust this movement which makes good paintings look 
quite "aliste" when they are looked at from not too dose a distante. Agairist 
the sky one can observe this movement always. It varies with climatic cem- 
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ditions but only in its intensiry (1 have observed it even when there was 
very much hurnidity in the air). I have watched the movement in the open 
air before thunderstorms when it showed such an intcnsiry that 1 held out 
my hand involuntarily w rnake sare that it was not really the raia already 
falling. Unta now, nobody spontaneously mentioned this movement to me 
when asked to describe everything visible including the sky. Quite a number 
ot people saw the movement aftcr it was described to them. 

The observation of this movement leads in two directions to further 
observationst 

We watch it against the sky in plain daylight by trying quite relaxed to 
foliow the movement of "the air," and we stop immediately when the con-
centration kads to a feeling of tension in the eyes. Soon we notice single 
points becoming visible before our eyes, first colorless then very white or 
violet, moving quickly. We can watch individual points only for a short 
time, but, if we observe correctly, the wbolc visual arca is seen to be Reli of 
them. They move in ali directions in a "dancing" sort of way. 

had often watched these "dancing points" as a boy until once I became 
very frightened ar school. In the lectures on anthropology, the professor 
spoke about the eyes and their diseases, He mentioned une arnong the latter 
which produced black points M the eyc-field. From that mamem na, I ncvcr 
saw the light dancing points until I real about thc orgone energy. Then I 
remembered the incident and saw them again immediately. 

I would like to emphasize the fact that most of the people who saw these 
lurninating particles after I had dcscribed them still did not see them in their 
full capacity of lumination. if one looks for from 5 to 10 seconds into the 
flinunering of the sky one may see them "come up," one realizes that 
"something" is there. Now, if one proceeds correctly, the particles can be 
seen Iurninating so strongly that the observer will be quite fascinated the 
first few times. Thus I doubt that those who instead of germine surprise 
make the reluctant admission that there is something to be seen really do 
observe this orgonotie phenomenon. 

1f we watch the pulsating ar flimmering movement in a dim room, with 
some pzactice we will see a still more fascinating phenomenon. In the sky, 
as we observe, the total movement resolves iate the discertunent of single, 
quickly moving particles. In the room, if we look in the direction of a dark 
comer but do not focus ou the wall, we see the short ilashing of single points. 
We traia ourseives not to catch the points. The first result of this is a  

1 
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contraction of the eye musculature ending in a fixation of the look. (One 
of the main reasons why so few peoplc spontaneously sce the orgone is that 
the ability to look freely in the world has bccome disturbed.) Soon we notice 
that the short luminations are not the result of a real darkening or bright-
ening of the particles but of the continuing change of their distance from 
the observer. If one does succeed in avoiding staring and lets the eyes follow 
the particles "softly," their singular courses can be followed as long as one 
wishcs. With some practice this can be accotnplished even in plain daylight. 
This movement is quite different from that of the dancing points. They 
move slowly at the rate of about 4 cm. per second. Such a particle may corne 
from the wall moving for about 5 seconds in a straight or in a slightly bem 
curve with slight rhythmic undulations, then go roto a narrow "spinning 
wave," and so on. Suddenly it may change its general direction, often severa] 
times, or proceed à a narrow or wider spiral. (The design of the spinning 
wave in Tica CANCER Bioaaniv should be often conceived of, according to 
my observations, in two or frequently there dimensions.) Other particles 
seem to whirl or to tremble for some time remaining in one place. The 
changes in directic of the partistes give me a strong affective impression. 
It is one I get when I watch a swimmer turn at the enci of a pooi. The spins 
seem to be done as with impulses. 

One can determine the approximate speed of the particles as follows: One 
makes two parallel marks on the ceiling. Now with some practice, it is easy 
to see which particles move parallel to the ceiling and vertical to the two 
fines. It is simply a matter of patience to determine the speed because many 
of the partides change their direction within the measuring space. Occasion-
ally, I have watched oansiderably slower particles, frequently faster ones. I 
only categorize such particles as I have watched individually for minutes. 
(All of these observations were done in a room without an accumulator.) 

The continued observation of individual particles gives us the best oppor-
timity to convince ourselves of the absolute objectivity of the orgone energy 
for ir is possiblc, when the technique of observation presents no difficulties, 
to follow one and the sarne particle alternately with the left eye ar the right 
eye, covering the one not in use. 

Dust particles in the air of a room move in a way similar to the orgone 
particles but in a more agitated manner, in more abrupt forms of movement 
and, of course, strongly dependem on the air currents. Furthea-more, with 
the dust partides we are able to discern in daylight many different forms 
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wbilc the orgone particks impress us as points or as minute suns. (Off-
hand, I would express my belief that there exists a connection between the 
movement of dust and the movement of the orgone cnergy. However, closer 
and more continued observation of this phenomenon has beca impossible 
until now for technical reasons.) 

After one has observed for some time thc single orgone energy particles 
in the sky as well as in the darkened room, the pulsating, wavy or flirnrner- 
ing movement of the atmospherc, which is at all times observable, appears 
to be the indiscriminating perception of the whole totality of these moving 
particles nove of which are seen individually. Nonethelcss, there are some 
things which make me doubt this cvaluation. One observes, from time to 

in the accumulator ar in the room where the accumulator stands, 
lurninons appearances of a "cloudy" or "nebulous" character with a violet 
color. They do not seem to be composed of lwninating points and so one 
is led to thc assumption that the visible orgonotic manifestations comprise 
other phenomcna than the orgonotic particles. 

Then there is the observation of luminations can mountain crests and on 
tree tops which are quite some distance away. I have observed such orgonotic 
luminations at evening on the crests of the mountains around Zürich which 
are at a distance of from 2 to 50 km. and on the tops of trees at a distance 
of only 100 to 150 metcrs. They are very numerous luminating points of a 
bluish or whitish color. They seem to light up at the skyline of the object 
(mountain ar tree) and move upward. The-se lightnings can be seco along 
the skyline in changing rhythms. Often they are to be seen ao the whole 
mountain crest, at other times alternatingly on different sections. As a boy, 
I had frequently watched this phenomenon from a certain point of the city 
against the Zürichberg, and as an example of the thoughtlessness with which 
one often takes perceptions, I had thought this to be ;ight coming from the 
villages behind the mountain. In reality these villages lie much below the 
crests. Even a sea of light such as the city of Zürich at evening is not visible 
from behind the hills. 

The strange thing about this phenomenon is that the luminations appear 
the same regardless of the distance. The subjective impression when observ-
ing them is that they are at the crest of the mountain, at the tops of the trees, 
or at the borders of the flower pots on the balcony. I have learned during 
thesc observations that it is helpful to trust one's immediate sensual inapres-
sions to further the process of observing. However, our reason tens us that 
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the same point-shaped luminating phenomena at so different distances could 
not be perceived in the same manncr. 

Another orgonotic phenorncnon is the following: 1 have frequently ob-
served, especially when not trying to make observations, violet dots which 
lighten up. They have frequently appeared while reading a book, between 
my cyes and the pages. Thcse luminations were always a kind of momentary 
"flash" of quite a different color intensity than any other phenomenon. The 
impression is of an intenso violet but lighter than the violet appearances in 
the darkened accumulator. Tbese violet dots are two-dimensional and of an 
irregular pattern. I never saw them when I observed orgone encrgy, but 
always only incidcntally, while reading ar telephoning in a dim corridor. 
1 perceived tilem long before I became interested in orgonotic phenomena. 
Mostly they appear in the outer part of the visual arca. 

A fascinating observation is the perception of the orgone energy fields as 
they are to be scen around lightning rods, caves, branches of trees, and the 
human body. 

While reading THE CANCER BIOPATHY, I thought that if iron attracts and 
repulses the orgone energy, the space around iron objects should be excited 
ia a specific way. i li,:gan to . -atch the pose aí a tioor iamp at a distance of 
about 2 meters against the background of the wallpaper. This idea also 
stcmmed from my belief that the perception cif the movement in the atrnos- 
phere was not a subjective phenomenon but rather the expression of the 
visibility of the "space" itself. I quickly saw along the metal polo a phe-
nomenon which is not easy to describe. While the observation of space gives 
one the impression of a pulsation "on the spot" or of a steep downward 
movement, there appeared along the pole a pulsating band tossing back 
and forth in changing rhythms. The observation of a lightning rod at a 
distance of about 15 meters shows the same phenomenon. In this case the 
field character of the appearance is much more distinct. h is always observ-
able, even when there is mist, but most distinctly during twilight hours of 
beautiful days. The field seems to grow slowly during 4 to 5 aeconds to 
about double the thickness of the pole or rod, then suddenly disappears and 
one sees the growth begin again. The observation of caves gives the impres-
sion of a field being constantly present but irregularly and continually 
changing its dimensiona. Often the field seems bordered on the outside by a 
fine yellow-toothed Line which comes and goes. 

Even more impressivo is the observation of fields about trees during the  
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twilight hours. One observes this best by looking at a part of the trunk or 
a branch against the sky at a distante of about 2 to 4 meters. The field is 
sem to be pulsating and glowing with a color which varies from bluc to 
violet depending on the background. It may reach a dimension more than 
double that of the trunk or branch. The field cif whole troes is only visible 
ar greater distances and is much paler. One sees it best around slender tall 
trees like poplars. 

People to whom I have tried to show these phenomena often countered 
with the remark that this is simply the well-known cffect of light contrast. 
Not one of those who offered this objection took the trouble to observe for 
only a few minutes the changing of the ficlds. In the observation of the ficlds 
one has not the convincing means to eliminate doubt such as seeing one 
and the same orgone particle with alternate cyes. I have repeatedly observed 
these ficlds again and again under different climatic and light conditions. 
The observation of the field around branches under good conditions dispels 
every doubt about the objective future of the perception. 

In the Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2, Reich published a photograph 
of an Xray picture of the orgonc cnergy field between the human hands. I 
had ueen irnpressed by the sensitivitv of the palms aher a few sessions tas 
the accumulator, and I had noticed that the palras become excited, when 
they are moved toward and from one another, ia the same way as when 
they are held against the walls of the accumulator at a distance of about 
10 centimeters. 1 tried, therefore, both in and out of the accumulator, to 
watch the space between the prickling palras ia a dim light. With the r.aked 
eye I could not soe the field such as it is revealed by the Xray, but I cuuld 
soe clearly a bluish bridge between the opposing fingertips. It is also very 
easy to scc this bridge between the hands of another person at a distance of 
1 to 2 meters when they approach their fingertips to within about 3 em. 
of each other. 

The atmospheric pulsation manifests itself ia 5611 another way. 1f on a 
cloudless day we stand about 30 cm. in front of a wall on which the sun 
shines and protcct our eyes against being blinded, we will notice that the 
light intensity is rhythmically increasing and decreasing. 

lrrational Resistance Against the Perception of Orgonotic Phenomena 

During the year and a half ia which I pursued my observations of the 
orgonc encrgy I tried to induce others to make similar observations, first, 
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to check my own perceptions and !ater to study their various reactions. I 
became eonvinced that the block in the perception of the orgone is a func. 
tional disturbance ried up with emocional prol:deras of childhood. The dis-
turbancc seems to be rooted, in ali probability, in those events of childhood 
which foliem the first parental prohibition against masturbation. It is gen-
erally at this time that the child goes through a period of strong anxiety 
reactions in the dark. 

From the moment when one realizes that the pulsation in the atmosphere 
is a real phenornenon, one will perceive it always. If, now, we ask a number 
of people to describe what they see when they look against the sky or against 
the ceiling of a roam, thcy behave, with fcw exceptions, quite differendy 
than when they are asked to describe what they see when they look through 

a microscope. In the latter case they usually show an immediate interest, 
and go on eagerly to describe their observations. Their difference in behavior 
in this situation and in that in which thcy are asked to describe their visual 
observations with the naked eye is especially striking when the microscope 
is not a familiar object. Such a person looking through the microscope will 
say something first about the whole aspect of what he sees, then he will catch 
a decai] in the field and try to describe it by making a cornparison. f^or 
exarnple, eme said: "Here ma the side is a little thing which moves down 
like a parachute." How rare are the people who when looking at the sky 
will say: "Yes. Curiously, there is such a thing like the raia on a moving 
picture film. No, it's slower. I am not quite clear about its direction of 
movement." The different individual reactions to the observation of orgonotic 
phenomena show one thing in common: a tension and uneasiness which 
prevent a tolerant, unprejudiced and continuing observation so that one looks 
first and then decides what can be seca. 

A number of incidents confirmed my opinion that it is not an inabiliry 
which prevenis the immediate perception of the orgone but a reluctance 
based on anxious avoidance. A 22-year-old girl who was atile immediately 
te describe correctly the phenomena both in the daylight and in the dark 
dcclared at first that they were "manifestations of the activities cif the eyes 
in the ata of seeing." She accepted my explanation instantiy that they were 
of an objective nature. Then, astonished, she followed thc luminating parti-
eles and suddenly remembered how as a little child in bed she had seta 

there same appearances as dancing snakeheads and had developed strong 
anxiety.1 myself, as a child of 4 years, developed strong anxiety severa! times 
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when from the bed I saw on the dark walls innumerable slowly routing 
lionheads. 

1 know a 6-year-old girl who likes te lie now and then on the couch with 
her mother during twilight. She tells her mother te lie on her back and 
watch the ceiling. There, she says, are very many moving picture.s, pleasur-
able w watch. After a stay with her grandparents, this same child awoke 
strongly frightened une evening. After having beca somewhat quieted down, 
she said that she saw ou the ceiling and ou the watts the moving ryes ef her 
grandmother. They watched her and tolcl her that it was bad to masturbar. 
The impression continued even when the lights were turned on. The little 
girl insisted on the objectivity of her vision. She test her fear when the 
mother, instead of quesdoning the objectivity, told her: "Chase toem away, 
those eyes. They have nothing to forbid you." 

0 1 think of my emotional reaction when I saw for the first time the 
darkened roem full of moving and luminating particies, I can easily imagine, 
how the child, labering under the conflicts of the prohibition against mas-
turbation connects his anxious expectations with the possible objective per-
ceptions in the dark. If we rernember, too, that children are told at a very 
eariy age abem the dear Lord who sees everything and is everywhere, the 
acritude of thc adults to the child's fear aí the dark by reassuring hirn that 
there is nothing to be seca and that his perceptions are o:11y imaginary adds 
to the confusion and increases the child's anxiety. We can understand that 
if the child wants to fight his anxiety, he has no other choice than to actually 
see nothing more. 

The attitude of people whom une cries te induce to make thcse observations 
corresponda often to the known defease reactions ene rneets with in analysis. 
They focus ora clou..is or something so as not to look freely into space. If we 
take this possibiliry away froco rhem by going luto a darkened roem where 
they cannot hold on to objects, thcy become uneasy and anxious and often 
interrupt the process of observing for some irrelevant reason. 

By another means, I have become certain that the disturbance in the ability 
to perceiv- orgone energy exists and is not simply a fixed idea of mine. 
People who can even observe somewhat freely, when asked to describe 
everything in the visual field of the eyes including that which may be pro-
duced by the eyes themseives, wouid quickly see those vesicles which are 
really in the retina and move with the eye movements. 

The perception of the orgonotic pulsation and of the "star-flimmering" 
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effect, experirnentally reproduced by Wilhchn Reicb, can arouse anxiety too. 
During the night when the light sources are dim and localized such as from 
a window, the radium dial of an alarm clock, or a keyhole, the pulsation 
can be very vividly perceived. The clock or watch may show the star-
flimmering effect, that is, they are now herc, then there, now bright, then 
they nearly vanish. The fiem lines ai the window square scem to move. I 
retumba very well having become disturbcd by there phenomena as a 
child. Above all, when I suddenly perceived the "dancing" of the keyhole, 
I became frightened. The objectivity of this experiente can be casily chetked 
in a room with an accumulator. 

In this context also belongs a dream or dreamy sort of event which I tried 
to clear up in vain during my analysis, but which is no tanger a riddle to me. 
In my preadolescent years I becanie excited sornetimes iust after falling 
asleep. I dreamed that my whole body was in a wavy movernent. The excite--
mem cnded in a terrible fright. Something heavy was coming down from 
above to crush me. 1 feared the dream because of the drcadful ending, yet 
I knew that I would repeat the dream from time to time. If I woke up at 
the onset of the excitement before the feeling of pressure began, I felt the 
wavy pulsating movement going on nwde me and l perceived the whole 
room to be pulsating too. The feeling of rnyself as well as of the room in 
wavy rnoverncnt continued when I went into another room with people or 
when somebody carne to me. I do not know cxactly in what periods this 
happened; it vanished with the beginning of adolescent sexual activity. It 
is not intcresting here because of the relation: perception of streaming-
inhibition-anxiety, but for thc perception of the intensivo rnovement at an 
age when I could already well evaluate my perceptions. The movemcnt was 
much slower than the quick pulsation or vibration one can produce in the 
darkencd accumulator by striking a part of one's body for some time. This 
observation in the accumulator gave me the idea that the visual part of 
the above described events may have beco produccd by a strong pulsation 
of the field about my body resulting in a phenomenon similar to the "star-
flimmering effect." 

How occasional perceptions of orgonotic phenomena may be supprcssed 
simply because the individual does nm support observations which are dcnicd 
by his environrnent is revealed by another incidem which I remember. Ïn 
the summer of 1938, I returned to Switzerland from a vacation at thc 
Dalmatian coast. I had dept in the open air for a rnonth and I had seca 
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dozens aí beautiful meteors in the night sky. I began to watch the sky ova 
Zürich for meteors and soon saw the yellow flimmering consisting of in-
numerable flashing points. The people about me, when asked about the 
sature of this lwnination, cast a quick glance at the sky and rcrnarked that 
there was nothing to be seen except the stars. They added that I might better 
interest myself in my coming cxaminations than in the sky. 

Observation of the orgone encrgy is possible to a far-reaching degree with 
the naked cve and without the necessity for a specific concentration of the 
orgone. When trying to show its manifcstations to people, one beco:nes 
conscious of the appalling inability of the armored human being to perceive 
the reality which imrnediately surrounds him. Onc notes his way of thinking 
in established categories and his reluctance to consider facts or ideas except 
when they can be derived in an immediate forra from ah-eady acknowledged 
oncs. 

  

  

  

  

  

      

   

Space is fiar empry; space is cilitte, 
It :rads pulses thrasagh me.—D. H. Lawrence 
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Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão bastante 
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1957. 
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